
 

 

Dead Ends and Happy Endings in Xenophon of Ephesus’ Anthia and Habrocomes 

Inset narratives in which a minor character is given the opportunity to tell their 

own back-story involving a disastrous love affair are a staple in the extant Greek novels. 

Despite the long-standing poor critical reception of Xenophon of Ephesus (Anderson 

1984 is especially disparaging), he at least grasped the key ingredients of the genre 

sufficiently to include two such inset narratives, one by the homosexual bandit 

Hippothous (3.1-3), another by the fisherman Aegialeus (5.1-2). Most often the inset 

narratives are viewed as negative paradigms that underline the importance of the opposite 

qualities in the successful relationship of the hero and heroine in the primary narrative 

(see Konstan 1994, Watanabe 2003 on the absence of reciprocity and passivity in 

Hippothous’ story, see Alvares 1995 for Aegialeus’ failure to secure parental consent and 

societal approval). In this paper I move beyond this understanding of the connection to 

the main narrative as one of negative paradigm to argue that through the seemingly dead 

ends of the inset narratives Xenophon opens up alternative narrative avenues, which 

infect and affect the ability of the primary narrative to present a secure happy ending. 

I argue that these supposed dead ends raise important questions for the reader 

about the point at which the novel closes off its happy ending and how stable that happy 

ending actually is. Firstly I consider how the story of Aegialeus and his beloved 

Thelxinoe provides a glimpse beyond the normal narrative bounds of a romantic 

relationship in the novel. While initially the inset narrative appears to illustrate how a 

hero and heroine should not behave, the couple then do secure something of a happy 

ending for themselves by being able to live together despite being in exile. Aegialeus in 

particular exemplifies a positive quality within the value system of the novel, namely 



 

 

unswerving loyalty to his beloved. Yet this loyalty is worryingly without end. Aegialeus 

not only tells, but also shows Habrocomes the depths of his loyalty by revealing that the 

corpse of his beloved is still his constant companion in daily life (5.1.9). What should 

have provided a definitive boundary for their love story, namely death, in fact does not 

secure an ending. Aegialeus takes this unswerving loyalty to his beloved past the point 

that the primary narrative is normally comfortable for us to follow. In this way Xenophon 

provides a strangely unsettlingly glimpse beyond the normal happy ending.  

Secondly I argue that Hippothous raises the opposite question in terms of closure. 

Rather than glimpsing an ending beyond the normal narrative boundary, Hippothous 

appears to have the chance to keep rewriting the end of his story beyond the death of his 

beloved in order to try to secure for himself a more satisfactory happy ending. The inset 

narrative tells of his disastrous love affair with Hyperanthes, whose death should provide 

the end of Hippothous’ romantic attachments. Instead Hippothous seems to harbor 

romantic inclinations for the main hero, Habrocomes, and then manages to live happily 

ever after alongside Anthia and Habrocomes and with his new boy-toy, turned adopted 

son, Cleisthenes, in tow (5.15). The proliferation of possible endings for Hippothous, as 

well as his prominence at the end of the narrative, challenges the stability of a happy 

ending since he seems to be able to continually keep rewriting his own.  

The significance of the alternative possibilities Xenophon raises in these two 

supposedly dead ends is not limited to the inset narratives but once opened up, these 

alternatives reach out into the ending of the primary narrative. Fusillo (1997) and Nimis 

(1999) both comment on Xenophon’s insistence at tying up every loose strand to create a 

definitive ending. However my reading of the stories of Hippothous and Aegialeus 



 

 

undermines Anthia’s and Habrocomes’ happy ending even as Xenophon works hard to 

fully close it off. How secure or definite can any happy ending be when endings are 

continually rewritable as Hippothous demonstrates, or when even a corpse has a fresh 

chance at a happy ending?  
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